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Shop Rules And Etiquette
The Guild shop is available for use by members in good
standing whenever the Nature Center park is open. The
shop is locked, so call the shopmaster or a board member
for access. Follow all safety rules. Record the number of
visitors on the log sheet near door.
Please observe the following rules and etiquette:

♦
♦

Two people must be present in the forge to work.

♦
♦

Clean the shop before and after you work.

♦

Cold ashes go in a trash bag and take the bag to the
trash pickup at the parking lot.

♦
♦

Place tools back in their proper places.

♦

Clean the shop before you leave, and carry out trash
which you create.

♦
♦

Always turn out the lights and lock up when leaving.

♦
♦

No alcoholic beverages on park property.

Bring safety glasses and wear them. Work in a safe
manner at all times.
Empty firepots and dump ash gate after each use to
minimize corrosion.

Dress bar ends which you have cut, to be ready for
the next user.

Bring your own material for personal projects. Shop
stock is for learning and practice.
No propane can be stored on the property.

Scholarship Applications

Scholarship applications are available on the web at
www.bgop.org. Completed forms should be sent to:
Fay LeCompte III, 1016A East Main Street, Luray, Va.

©2008 Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac, Inc., and as copyrighted by individual contributors.
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Meeting Schedule
Dec 4
Dec 5
Dec 18

Open Forge
Annual Dinner
Open Forge

Jan 1

Iron Rose

Jan 15

Copper Rose

Feb 5

Guest Demonstrator

Mar 5

Horseshoe Making

Mar 19

Dividers

Apr 2

Spring Fling prep

Presidents message
Think safety.
Well it has happened again. For the second time in my life I have pulled the muscles in
my lower back bad enough that I have to take pain meds and muscle relaxers in order
to sit in a chair and write this. I didn’t think I did any thing wrong all I did was pick up
two 40 lb bags of salt for the water softener. I grabbed the handles on the bags and
bent my legs and stood up. I think now that I moved to fast and my back wasn’t able
to take the strain. I got the salt in the machine, this time one bag at a time. I then
spent the rest of the day with an ice pack on my back. Not fun.
So you may ask; how is this related to Blacksmithing? Well it’s related because I can’t
go out to the shop today. And I may not be able to go out tomorrow. When I am in
the shop I frequently have to pick up things that weigh as much as a 40lb bag of salt.
It could have happened there just as easily as in my basement.
Accidents happen. But this one like many others could have been prevented. I know
that as I grow older it is more and more important to keep up a regular exercise program. Had I been doing that over the past two years this accident would not have happened. As soon as I am able I will start a new exercise program. This time maybe I
can stick with it.
I have always believed that you should learn from your mistakes. But it is even better if
you can learn from the mistakes of others. If you have an accident or even a near accident in the shop, consider sharing it with the rest of us. Maybe we can learn from it
and work a little safer as a result. You can even send in your accident report with a request to keep your name out of it.
Our annual meeting and pot luck dinner is coming up fast. It will be December 5, 2009.
Please plan to attend I would like all of you to be there if you can.
Think first, think safety and be carful out there.
George Anderton
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TIPS FROM OUR FORGE MASTER
It is practical to use any part of the anvil which lends itself to the
forming and bending of steel

UPCOMING EVENTS
Dec 5

BGOP Annual Holiday Party

5:30 setup 6 PM dinner. Church of the
Covenant 2666 Military Road Arlington VA
Jan 8-10 6th Annual Bill Gichner Memorial
Hammer In, Cordova, MD (near Easton.) Due
to space and safety reasons there will be no
iron in the hat, please bring items for the auction. Limited registration; Fee $60 (after 1 Jan
its $80).
Jan 10 Open House, Gulf Branch Nature Center 12– 4 pm

Call 540-967-3267 or email jmbb1000@aol.com.
With your name, number coming, address and
phone number.
13 March 2010 Patina Antique Tool Sales
and Auction show at the Damascus, MD Volunteer Fire Association Activity Center. Tool
sale will start at 9am, tailgating earlier. Auction
at 2PM.

SPRING FLING

April 16-18

at the Ruritan Fairgrounds in Berryville VA
Demonstrators: Tom Latene and the Williamsburg smiths

27 February 2009 Dan Boone’s Pasture
Party
9—4pm. Phil Heath is the demonstra- June 13 Open House, Gulf Branch Nature Centor. Cost: bring something for Iron in the Hat.
ter 12-4 pm

CLASSES
- Touchstone Center for Crafts, southwest- - Bill Pieh Resource for Metalwork, Arizona
http://www.horseshoes.com/supplies/
ern PA www.touchstonecrafts.com
alphabet/piehtoolco/linksandresources/
- Penland School of Crafts , northwestern workshops/billpiehworkshop.htm
NC www.penland.org
- Yesteryear Forge, Amelia VA 23002 yes- John C. Campbell Folk School, southwest- teryearschool@gmail.com or 434-390-6203
ern NC www.folkschool.com
http://www.yesteryearschool.com
- Peters Valley , northwestern NJ
www.pvcrafts.org
- Blacksmith Guild of Central Maryland
offers a variety of classes, see http://
- Arrowmont School of Arts & Crafts,
www.bgcmonline.org/docs/classes.html
eastern Tennessee www.arrowmont.org
for more information and questions di- Haystack Mountain School of Crafts,
rected to SchoolAdmin@bgcmonline.org
Maine www.haystack-mtn.org
- New England School of Metalwork, Maine
www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com
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THE BLACKSMITHS’ GUILD of The POTOMAC
Announces

Spring Fling April 16,17,18, 2010
Gates open 3pm Fri.
We again invite you to join us in a return to the traditional SPRING FLING, two and a half day
event with demonstrations, tailgating and story telling. The Berryville VA. Ruritan Fairgrounds
gives us ample tailgating and camping space.
NOTE :THE FAIRGROUNDS CHARGES FOR HOOK-UPS. $15.00 per night
*********

The Demonstrators for SPRING FLING 2010 will be:
Tom Latané Pepin, WI.
from

www.spaco.org/latane/TCLatane.htm

Plus the yet unnamed Smiths from COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG
************************************************************************

The contest for 2010 Spring Fling will be any thing that will fit into a 8
5/8”x 11”x 5 7/8” (inside measure) box. It must be forged and signed by everyone that works
on the project It may have one or many pieces.
A great place to see and visit with old friends and make new ones while enjoying a great weekend of blacksmithing and the VIRGINIA country air.
*******
We will have the internet link to download your own registration package again this year.
This is for those that do not receive an invite by regular mail. This is a non-response item you
just download and print, then mail in. Look forward to seeing you at the Spring Fling.
Gates Open Fri at 3pm
Berryville,VIRGINIA is located 8mi. east of Winchester VA. on Va Rt.7, 45miles west of Tysons Corner, VIRGINIA
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Tom Latané’s Brief Biography
Tom Latané built his first forge in his parents’ back yard in Baltimore, Maryland,
while in high school in the early 1970s. His first sale was an iron bound wooden box purchased by a teacher. After graduation, Tom produced forged items and woodwork to sell
at art fairs, a local consignment shop, and for Avalon Forge, a company providing reproductions of equipment from the American Revolution.
Three semesters of jewelry and metal-smithing with John Fix at Towson State University influenced Tom’s work and remain the extent of his college education.
During the later 1970s Tom spent six summers hewing a timber framed cabin in
the mountains of West Virginia. A visitor once referred to the project as a monument to
manual labor.
In 1981, Tom married Catherine Hillman and moved to Minnesota, her home state.
Tom joined the Guild of Metalsmiths that year and ABANA shortly after, which provided
him with social interaction with other smiths after a decade of struggling to pick up the
trade alone.
Thomas and Catherine established their shop in Pepin, Wisconsin, in 1983, where
Tom worked at a basement forge until a blacksmith shop they added to the back of their
building was completed in the late 80s.
The room in which they lived for 14 years currently holds a display of their work
and the work of a number of other regional artists producing traditional handmade
items. In the shop, Tom repairs antiques and creates new designs using mostly hand
tools and working with design vocabularies from various traditions.
Having started with early American motifs popular in the Mid-Atlantic states and
several customers building New England style homes in Minnesota and Wisconsin, Tom
added 14th-17th century European designs which gave him the opportunity to work on
more decorative detail.
Introduced to Scandinavian iron and woodwork by customers and fellow artists,
Tom has added the energetic whimsy of Norse design to his vocabulary.
Fascinated from the start by things early smiths were able to accomplish with simple hand tools, Tom still works without a power hammer or welding equipment. He does
about as much cold working of the metal as hot; filing, chasing, inlaying, and/or, piercing
his work for his own satisfaction and that of his customers.
Having met a number of like-minded smiths through ABANA, Tom formed the Patient Order of Meticulous Metalsmiths for the joy of working with other detail-oriented artists.
The group has demonstrated at four ABANA conferences, producing pieces for the auctions comprising hundreds of hours of intricate work. The project for the 2010 conference is to be a padlock
with a pierced case with decorative overlay.
Tom enjoys returning to the Shenandoah Valley.
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Page County Heritage Festival
By Nellene Smith
The BGOP has once again demonstrated blacksmithing for the Page
County Heritage Festival, held annually
at the Fairgrounds in Luray. Set-up of
all the tents & equipment was a real
challenge. Friday & Saturday we
had lots of smoke from the tents of
the Apple Butter boilers (next to us),
cold rain, & terrific gusts of very cold
wind! We had some tense moments
when a couple of the guys were a little airborne when they were attempting to HOLD DOWN the tents as they were staking them. We had a great attendance this
year, & some surprise & welcome attendees. Ross & Melissa Sullivan, Leann Lewis, & Jane
& John came & visited with everyone. Curt Welch visited, took some
photos, & got into forging for a short
time. There were 4 forges set up, &
with 6 busy blacksmiths the forges
were kept hot! George Anderton,
Roger & Lorri Amidon, Tom & Bev
Coker, Pat McGuire, Fay LeCompte, &
Bill Wojcik were busy all day! Leann
came with soup, Bill had sausages &
rolls, & there was lots of various
foods for purchase from the vendors. Ross also shared his wisdom
with a young future blacksmith. Nellene Smith enjoyed helping out, &
being a part of a talented group. There was
lots of crafts, & activities all over the Fairgrounds. The portable saw mill was running
all day, tractors of all sizes, hay rides, & barrel
train rides & face painters for the little
ones. There were musical performers in the
big barn, & cloggers rattled the rafters!
It was a very nice festival, & a pleasant weekend. Thanks everyone!!!!!
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The Pete Stanaitis Miner's Lamp
by Curt Welch, Ayr Hill Forge
This miner's lamp project is an excellent exercise to test your growing blacksmithing
skills. It's made from a single piece of steel, and requires no joining or welding. Other
than one long slit, and one simple twist, it's just a lot of hammer and anvil work. I
found it to be quite a rewarding project and hope you do as well.

Though the basic design of
this lamp is copied from
lamps used in mines over
100 years ago (also known
as a Tommy Sticker or a
Sticking Tommy), this specific design was created by
Pete Stanaitis and is documented on his web site at:

http://www.spaco.org/Blacksmithing/MinersLamp/MinersLamp.htm
The picture above shows the finished project, and the piece of steel we start the project
with. It's a 10" piece of ¼" by ¾" flat stock.
Step by Step
1. Slit 4 ½" down the middle from one
end. You can cut this with a bandsaw,
hacksaw, or straight chisel. In these pictures, I cheated and drilled a 1/8" hole
to mark the end of the slit and used a
hand-held straight chisel to make the
slit. The hole is far easier to see than a
center punch mark when the metal is
hot, and makes for a nice clean end to
the slit. I won't admit to how many
heats it took me to slit it.
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2. Clean up the rough edges of the slit if needed
with a file, and roughly square and straighten
one side of the slit. This creates a clean piece of
steel to hold with the tongs for all the work to
follow on the other end of the stock. This
squared off fork will become the pointed stick
part of the lamp. This straight fork of the split I
will call the bottom edge of the lamp.

3. Shoulder the top edge of the piece 2" from the
end, and ½" from the end of the slit. Use the far
edge of the anvil for the first shoulder and the
near edge of the anvil for the second. These two
shoulders will define the start and end of the section that will become the loop handle for the
lamp.
4. Draw out the material between the shoulders to a finished result of about ¼" round. As
normal, draw it out square, then octagonalize, and then round.
Pete's instructions say to draw this out to about 5".
Let's do some blacksmith math to check
this. The material we are drawing out
starts as 3" x ¼" x ¾" which is .5625 cubic inches of steel. A ¼" round bar has
volume of L x π x r^2, where r (the radius) is 1/8" or .125. Doing some algebra
to calculate what length is needed of ¼"
stock to produce the .5625 cubic inch volume, we find .5625/(3.14x.125x.125) =
11.5". So Pete's 5" is a bit inconsistent
with the instructions to draw to ¼" round.
Calculating what size round we should end
up with if we draw it out to 5", we find it's
about 3/8" round.
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I believe in the previous picture, I drew it out to about 10". I didn't have Pete's instructions
with me, and drew it down to ¼" round. That's really too long, though it works. Anything
from 5" to 10" will work but keeping it to Pete's length of closer to 5" is probably best.
5. Fuller out the 2" x ¾" end, in both directions, to make it about 1 ½" x 3 ½" x
1 ½". It will be about 1/16" thick when
done. This will be rolled to form the candle cup (with no bottom).
I found this to be the single hardest step
because it will want to turn into a large
oval shape at the end of the stick if you
just hammer it thin. Keeping the piece
square and the bottom edge in line with
½" round section as you fuller it out is a
challenge.

6. Bend the top fork of the split up, and
square off the corners. This will become
the hook handle. Though this step seems
simple, it's not. Keep the piece hot as you
work on it to keep cracks from forming. Using the vise along with a piece of square
stock to drive down into the corner was one
trick I found to help with this process. I
also used the sides, back, and even the bottom of the anvil heel trying to get this
shaped correctly. Use whatever works for
you! If the shoulder you created in step 3
was not close enough to the split, you will
find this step difficult. You might need to
re-shoulder and draw out a bit more material to make this work. The good news about this part of the project is that the result will be
hidden behind the candle when done, so it doesn't need to be perfect.
Note how I bend the round bar section to make it easier to hold with tongs, and easier to
heat in the fire. As the project grows in size, heating the correct sections in a coal fire becomes a challenge as well. I end up bending the project into very odd shapes at times to
allow me to heat and work the sections – as seen in the next picture.
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7. Taper the tip of the vertical fork,
and then flatten and draw out into a
long, flat, leaf-like shape about 6"
long. Though this is a straightforward
process similar to making any basic
leaf, it's made far more challenging by
the shape and size of the rest of the
project.

8. Decorate the handle as desired, scroll a small loop on the
tip, and then form a Sheppard's crook of about 1" diameter.

9. Draw out the other fork from the split to a ¼"
square about 6" long, taper the tip, and add a
decorative twist. I used a ¾ turn twist. Note that
the spike is left square, whereas the loop handle
was rounded.

10. Roll the cup to make a round tube – adjust to fit
whatever candle you intend to use. Note the direction of the roll! It should roll the same direction that
you rolled the handle (I call that toward the back of
the lamp).
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11. Roll the ¼" round section to
form the rear handle. Note that
to make it stand correctly, the
loop has to extend back to keep
it from tipping backwards.
That's it! Finish as desired! I
used standard blacksmith's
beeswax.

I'd like to add a word of thanks to Pete for creating such an interesting and challenging project! I've made 3 of them now, with the last one taking about 2 ½ hours. The first one took
about 5 hours.

Its time to
Renew
Just use the renewal form on the back and send it in.
$25 for 1 year
$70 for 3
Send to Katie Dunn
531 Merlins Lane
Herndon VA 20170
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Fay LeCompte works on New Luray Museum
Reprinted from the Central Virginia Blacksmith Guild, Sep-Oct 2009

Fay was commissioned to do
some ironwork for the Luray
Caverns, for their new Luray
Valley Museum and Gardens.
His first requirement was to
make to handrails, one for
each side of the stone steps
going up into the church.
Fay worked with the Vice
President of the Caverns, to
complete the design and drawings for the rails and the
mounting brackets. The Caverns hosted a Civil War re-

Fay LeCompte with the newly installed rail
enactment to be held in the field next to the
church to be used as a hospital for the reenactors (the church is still under construction.).
The job required the rails be completed and
installed in the building before the event, so
people could enter and view the historic, restored church. Bill Wojcik (of BGOP) assisted
Fay in completing the rails; they installed
them on September 10.
The Grand Opening of the Valley Museum
and Gardens (which will have on site multiple
local historic buildings which have been restored) will take place in the Spring of 2010.
This article was shared by Nellene Smith.
Thank you so much. Great job, Fay
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A Christmas Star
Created by Joe Wilkinson
Reprinted from BAM Sep-Oct 2003

A few minutes of observation of the pictured
candle holder quickly reveals the finished product is made up of 9 identical elements plus 2
half elements to complete the base. The elements look like this
Now all blacksmiths know
our greatest challenge is to make 2 or more
identical elements, therefore we need a jig. I
made mine from a piece of 2in angle iron about
7 in long, so I could clamp it in the vise. It looked something like the sketch “A” below.
Next cut 9 pieces of 1/4 in round stock 6” long. Place 1 piece in the jig and using the
torch, make a tight bend exactly in the center. Heat the bend so there will be no spring
back. Now reverse the stock in the jig to be certain it is bent in the center– if it is off a little, either adjust the jig or adjust the length of your stock, they must be exact.
Now lay 2 elements against a straight
edge and weld the center tips.
Repeat with the other 3 pairs of element.
We now have 4 and one-half larger elements. Lay 2 and one-half elements flat on your
welding table and form a flat star—tack the joints together. In my shop I keep a 4 in deep
rectangular pan of dry sand next to the welding table. Stand the first star upright in the
pan. Next position the remaining 2 elements in their appropriate position, getting as close
to perfect as your eyeball will let you. Now tack weld at the top and remove from the sand
pan. Check for alignment and adjust as necessary, heating the tack welds with the torch
so you don't break them.
Now add the 2 half elements at the
bottom to complete the second star.
Reinforce all tack welds as necessary
to complete the stars. All that remains
is to make 5 candle cups and weld in
place. Sweep up, wash your hands
and you still have time to catch the
evening news.
Joe
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Reprinted from ABANA Volume 1 Number 1 Spring 1993
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Reprinted from BAM July August 2005
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Show and Tell
The arm rests for Phil
Heath’s throne

Lee Thompson brought a new contraption for picking up molten metal

Mike Stukey brought a forge draw knife and
a spike knife.
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For Your Inspiration
Reprinted from The Hot Iron Sparkle
Vol 19 No 6

By Dave Edwards, Reprinted from the Blacksmith
Association of Missouri Sep—Oct 2003
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Gulf Branch Nature Center

To Chain Bridge, Rt
123 and Glebe Rd

3608 N. Military Road
Arlington VA 22207
703-358-3403
703-228-3403
BGOP
shop

BGOP SHOP

Military

Nature
Center

Military
Road
Road

Parking
To Lorcum Lane, Rt 29,
Spout Run and George
Washington Parkway

Log
Cabin

BGOP Meetings
Guild meetings are held on the first and third Fridays of each month at 7:30 P.M. at the Gulf Branch Nature Center, 3608
North Military Road, Arlington VA 22207. Meetings are usually held in the Guild’s shop which is located about 50 yards past
the Nature Center building on the wooded path. Occasional Friday meetings with a speaker or video are held in the Nature
Center auditorium. Check the website at bgop.org for updates on meetings and events.

The Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac, Inc.
c/o Katie Dunn
531 Merlins Lane
Herndon VA 20170
Address Correction Requested

